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The macroscopic controllability enables the sonic crystals (SCs) to be tractable classical counterparts for exploring the complex quantum physics requiring atomic scale manipulations. Two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal crystals, such as graphene, bilayer graphene, and transition-metal dichalcogenides, exhibit a pair of degenerate states at the inequivalent K and K ′ valleys in momentum space. Inversion symmetry breaking generically gaps the degeneracy and gives rise to a tantalizing valley Hall insulator [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , in which valley-chiral electrons counterpropagate at the boundary in the absence of inter-valley scattering. To observe the topological valley transport in the acoustic system, an experimental knob is required to trigger the valley Hall phase transition. Instead of breaking the inversion symmetry like in graphene systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , here we introduce a mirror symmetry breaking mechanism to induce the acoustic analog of the topological semimetal-insulator transition. To do this, anisotropic scatterers, which have been employed to optimize the performance of the SCs 16, 17 , are used to close and reopen the band gaps 18, 19 . Interestingly, by simply rotating the anisotropic scatterers, we can control the frequency gap of the acoustic insulators and the shape of the phase domain wall flexibly.
As depicted in (Fig. 1b) . To reveal the characteristics of the Dirac degeneracy, Fig. 1c (Fig. 1e) and 3e, for an incident Gaussian beam wide enough to cover both interfaces simultaneously, only the edge state in the lower channel is excited despite the fact that the upper one is also allowed by the criterion of momentum conservation. This can be understood from the parities of the edge modes (Methods).
Below we demonstrate the negligibly weak backscattering of the AVH edge mode propagating along sharply twisted SC interfaces. Such curved interfaces emerge
frequently in electronic systems 12 and may cause inter-valley scattering to destroy the edge states 10 . Figure 4a shows the sound transport in a zigzag bending channel. As Recently, the reflection immunity has also been observed for electromagnetic waves traveling in a twisted interface separated by different photonic topological
insulators 20, 21 . In those systems, the gaps are produced by a magneto-electric coupling (dubbed bianisotropy) equivalent to the electronic spin-orbital interaction, which is absent in our sonic systems.
It is worth noting that, the rotating-scatterer mechanism enables easily tunable operation bandwidth and reconfigurable shape of the SC interface. These merits plus the intriguing valley transport properties, absent in the conventional SC-based waveguides 14, 15 , could be very useful in designing exceptional devices (e.g., for sound signal processing). Our finding may also pave the way for exploring the controllable topological phases and valley-dependent phenomena in various classical systems, which have been proved to be excellent macroscopic platforms in revealing topological properties [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] proposed originally in electronic systems, e.g., quantum
Hall insulators [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , topological insulators 20, 21, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and topological semimetals 34, 35 .
Finally, the study provides a special insight on realizing topological insulators that require internal degrees of freedom, which is particularly important for the neutral scalar sound that lacks intrinsic polarization and uncouples to external fields. (Fig. 1c) , the edge state is locally symmetric with respect to a specific horizontal axis, apart from the exponential decay factor Fig. 3e is completely identical to that mentioned in Fig. 2b . In Fig. 4b , the sample with a zigzag (or straight) path consists of 22x40 (or 22x46) rods.
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon request. 
